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FIEMME 2013: TOMORROW ONE MONTH TO GO
ITALY CELEBRATES WORLD CHAMPIONSHIPS

The 49th Nordic World Ski Championships kick off on February 20
Opening ceremony in Trento and races in Val di Fiemme until March 3
Tour de Ski finals confirmed OC abilities and efficiency
Side events and entertainment in the valley


FIS Nordic World Ski Championships 2013 will start off in one month in Italy’s Val di Fiemme. Thanks to the recent abundant snowfalls, the alpine valley in Trentino region looks now in perfect shape to welcome athletes from all around the globe and thousands of winter sports lovers.
Trento main square (Piazza Duomo) will be housing the opening ceremony on Wednesday 20 February and all the nations will be parading through the city centre. The internationally renowned Balkan composer Goran Bregovic has written the official anthem of the World Championships.
From the day after, Val di Fiemme will be staging a 12-day long world event that includes cross country, Nordic combined and ski-jumping races in both XC and SJ stadiums in Lago di Tesero and Predazzo. The first race scheduled on 21 February is the XC Sprint in classic technique. Detailed races program on www.fiemme2013.com.
During the first week-end of January Val di Fiemme hosted the Tour de Ski final legs and the Nordic Ski Fiemme OC showed once again great skills from both a technical and an organisational point of view. The group of volunteers – friendly called ‘Blue Angels’ due to their uniform – fulfilled every duty on field and confirmed how important they are inside the Fiemme 2013 team. There will be 1300 volunteers working as a team during the Worlds.
Both the XC stadium in Lago di Tesero and the Ski Jumping arena in Predazzo have been deeply renewed in the past two years. All the changes have been made with profound respect with environmental issues (Val di Fiemme received the UNI EN ISO 14001 certification in 2003), and according to specific criteria and requirements that allow persons with disabilities the full enjoyment of races and events.
Side events of any kind, live music and dance shows, will be filling every day up. The prize giving ceremonies will take place in Cavalese city centre along with the South Nordic Festival for all.
Info: www.fiemme2013.com 

 

